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here. I'm trying to do the same thing and came here to find what I was looking for, but here I'm surprised to see that there isn't any answer for it... Ok, so what I was looking for was a possibility to connect two vertical lines in a line chart. The documentation says it's possible, but the examples are not complete, so it's not clear. First of all, in the docs, we can see that all the required options are the same that they have in any line chart: theme: default or custom

theme, default, or user-defined theme with customizations to line thickness and stroke width scale: number that scales a line from zero to the maximum value in a dataset stroke: a stroke color or array of colors (see line.stroke) lineWidth: line width in pixels But when I try to do something like this, it doesn't work: Chart.defaults.global.scales.xAxes[0].minorGridLines.display = true; var ctx = document.getElementById("myChart"); var chart = new Chart(ctx, {
type: 'line', data: { labels: ['Red', 'Blue', 'Yellow', 'Green'], datasets: [{ label: 'My First dataset', data: [0, 100, 0, 100], backgroundColor: 'rgba(0,0,0,0.1)',
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do? IGO Primo V967235654 Europe Androidrarrar IGO Primo V967235654 Europe Androidrarrar. IGO Primo V967235654 Europe Androidrarrar. Â NewerÂ IOTA Staking Funds Are Launching In Portugal. IGO Primo V967235654 Europe Androidrarrar.Q: Plot contour with both 2D and 3D data I have two 2D datasets that I would like to plot together as contours using Mathematica. The 2D datasets look like this: data1 = {{0, 0}, {200, 0}, {300, 2.34},

{400, 0}, {500, 0}, {600, 0}}; data2 = {{0, 0}, {200, 0}, {300, 0}, {400, 0}, {500, 1.69}, {600, 1.69}, {700, 0}}; The 3D data looks like this: data3 = {{0, 0, 0}, {200, 0, 0}, {300, 0, 0}, {400, 0, 0}, {500, 0, 0.2}, {600, 0, 0.2}, {700, 0, 0}}; I know that I can plot the 2D dataset like this: ContourPlot[{data1[[All, 1]], data1[[All, 2]]}, {t, 0, 700}, {x, 0, 700}] where t is the z-axis and x is the x-axis. However, as you can see from the plots above, I can not easily
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